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Definitions
• Artificial Intelligence (AI) –

– Intelligence demonstrated by machines and any device that 
perceives its environment

• Machine Learning (ML) –
– An application of artificial intelligence including using data 

mining to capture relationships between variables and use it for 
predictions.

• Pediatric –
– Medical care of infants, children, and adolescents.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence



What is Biomedical Research?

• “Biomedical informatics (BMI) is the interdisciplinary field 
that studies and pursues the effective uses 
of biomedical data, information, and knowledge for 
scientific inquiry, problem solving, and decision making, 
motivated by efforts to improve human health.”

www.amia.org



Electronic Health Records

• Electronic Health Record (EHR)

– Digital patient and population data

• More than 300 EHR vendors in the US

• >75% Hospitals have EHRs

• >80% Pediatricians use an EHR

https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/data-brief/2014HospitalAdoptionDataBrief.pdf

Lehmann, CU., et al. "Use of electronic health record systems by office-based pediatricians." Pediatrics (2014): peds-2014.

https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/data-brief/2014HospitalAdoptionDataBrief.pdf


EHR Data

• Quantitative
– Structured

• Vital signs (temperature, respiratory rate), acuity level (how sick are 
you when you get to an emergency department), diagnoses (billed to 
your insurance company)

• Qualitative
– Unstructured

• Clinical Notes (nurse, physician, medical student, phone call record), 
medication order notes, scanned in form, discharge instructions



Cincinnati Children’s EHR Data (2009-2018)
• 1.3 million patient encounters annually
• 3.68 million encounters per year

• EHR:
– 45 million patient encounters
– 2.1 billion rows of flowsheet data

• 8 Terabytes of data
– 5 Terabytes Research data
– 3.2 Terabytes Clinical data

Image Source: https://what-if.xkcd.com/63/



source: IBM 

• Large amounts of patient 
data stored in EHRs

• Widespread digitalization in 
healthcare
– Exponentially increasing 

amounts of data from many 
different sources

• Potential rich source for 
research and data mining



Goals

• Understand the role of AI and ML in research with the 
EHR. 

• Explore unique aspects of conducting work in pediatrics 
with biomedical informatics.

• Examine what is being done now with ML and what the 
future might hold.



Data Complexity

Olsen, LeighAnne, Dara Aisner, and J. Michael McGinnis. 
"The learning healthcare system." (2007).

… professional judgment will always 
be vital to shaping care, but the 

amount of information required for any 
given decision is moving beyond 
unassisted Human Capacity

http://pestianlab.cchmc.org

http://pestianlab.cchmc.org/
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Miller RA. J Am Med Inform Assoc. 1996 Nov-Dec;3(6):429-31.
Friedman C. J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2009 Mar-Apr;2(16):169-70. Slide courtesy of Andy Spooner

Fundamental Theorem of Informatics



Why isn’t the EHR like                ?
EHR
• Number of User Types: >100 

– providers (medical students, residents, fellows, 
attendings), nurses (LPNs, RNs, MSN), registration 
personnel, researchers, administrators

• Number of Data Types: >20
– Text notes, vital signs, medication orders, alerts, 

check boxes for charting, drop-down menus, etc.
• Features:

– Orders, notes, past medical history, stored PDFs, in-
box messages

– Searching functionality
– Chronological feed (patient timeline)
– APIs for third-party integration (SMART on FHIR)

• Privacy:
– Audit logs track who access your record
– You (the patient) have no control over what 

information is in your record
• Additional:

– Regulatory and compliance, safety issues

Instagram
• Number of User Types: 1
• Number of Data Types: 3 

– text, video, images
• Features:

– Upload photos, messaging, user-friendly interface
– Hash-tags
– Chronological to algorithm-based feed
– APIs for third-party integration (no longer officially 

supported) 
• Privacy

– You choose what is posted to your account
– You can ask for images to be removed

Images: https://www.instagram.com



How does Machine Learning work? 

https://becominghuman.ai/building-an-image-classifier-using-deep-learning-in-python-totally-from-a-beginners-perspective-be8dbaf22dd8



What is Natural Language Processing (NLP)?

Nadkarni PM, Ohno-Machado L, Chapman WW; Natural language processing: an introduction, JAMIA, 2011.
Image source: MarTech Today

Create Dataset Train Model Make Predictions



NLP Research
• ML that is concerned with the interactions between 

computers and natural languages
– How do we get the computer to understand clinical notes?

• Why is it difficult?
– Syntactic Ambiguity
– Spelling
– Negation
– Data cleanliness 



What are some challenges?

• Lack of access to shared data
• Lack of annotated data sets

– No standards for annotations

• Lots of data is not always good data
• Provider Acceptance
• Real-time implementation can be challenge 

Chapman WW, Nadkarni PM, Hirschman L, D’Avolio LW, Savova GK, Uzuner O. Overcoming barriers to NLP for clinical text: 
the role of shared tasks and the need for additional creative solutions. J Am Med Inform Assoc 2011; 
Image Source: https://xkcd.com/1838/



How is pediatrics different?

• 20% of the US population
• More developmental stages

– Genetic changes may occur 
throughout development

• Variability based on age
– e.g. vital signs vary by age, 

temperature of 100.8 in a neonate 
vs. an adult

• Different care delivery
– e.g. medication dosing is frequently 

weight-based



ML Research in Pediatrics

• Added interaction layer because caregivers frequently perform 
treatments, not patients

• Multiple historians for medical histories
– Caregivers, family members, and the patient

• Dynamic patient history due to development
– Adult trajectories are more stable



Does this impact ML research?

• Application of ML in pediatrics is increasing
• Has been applied to

– Sepsis
– Pediatric Intensive Care Unit Transfer
– Appendicitis 
– Epilepsy
– Suicide

Kokol P Artificial intelligence and pediatrics: A synthetic mini review. Pediatr Dimensions. 2017
Patel PK, Torres A. Assessing the Utility of Automated Electronic Surveillance by Shock Tool for Early Detection of Sepsis in
Pediatric Patients. Am Acad Pediatrics. 2018
Zhai H, Brady P, Li Q, Lingren T, Ni Y, Wheeler DS, Solti I. Developing and Evaluating a Machine Learning Based Algorithm to 
Predict the Need of Pediatric Intensive Care Unit Transfer for Newly Hospitalized Children. Resuscitation, 2014.
Deleger L, Brodzinski H, Zhai HL, Lingren T, Kirkendall ES, et al. Developing and evaluating an automated appendicitis risk 
stratification algorithm for pediatric patients in the emergency department. Journal of the American Medical Informatics 
Association : JAMIA, 2013.



Major areas to apply ML

• Healthcare decision support
• Provider decision support
• Integrating NLP with the patient encounters
• Precision and Predictive Medicine



Healthcare Decision Support

Ni, et al. A Real-Time Automated Patient Screening System for Clinical Trials Eligibility in an Emergency Department: Design and Evaluation. JMIR Med 
Inform. 2019
Dexheimer JW, et al. A Time-and-Motion Study of Clinical Trial Eligibility Screening in a Pediatric Emergency Department. Pediatr Emerg Care. 2018 
Ni et al. Will they participate? Predicting patients' response to clinical trial invitations in a pediatric emergency department. J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2016

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31342909
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30281551
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27121609


Real-time Automated Patient Screening

21AMIA 2018   |   amia.org



Without ACTES

With ACTES



Provider Decision Support

Image Source: https://www.thegreatcourses.com/courses/your-best-brain-the-science-of-brain-improvement.html

• Epilepsy is one of the leading 
neurological disorders in the United 
States, affecting more than 479,000 
children and over 2 million adults.

• 30% of epileptic patients are intractable
• 55-59% of children are seizure free 

after neurosurgery 
• 77% have improved quality of life 

with appropriate surgery 
• Differentiate between intractable and 

non-intractable



Epilepsy Neurosurgery Candidate Identification

Year 1 Year 10Year 6Year 4
Patient Encounter With Neurologist (   )

http://pestianlab.cchmc.org

http://pestianlab.cchmc.org/


Epilepsy Neurosurgery Candidate Identification

Wissel, et al. In Review



Natural Language Processing Prospective 
Performance
• Area Under Curve = 0.82 (95% CI: 0.65 - 0.98)
• Sensitivity = 0.80 (95% CI: 0.40 - 1.0)
• Specificity = 0.83 (95% CI: 0.69 - 0.94)
• Positive predictive value = 0.40 (95% CI: 0.12 - 0.74)
• Negative predictive value = 0.97 (95% CI: 0.83 - 1.00)
• Number needed to screen = 3.6

Wissel, et al. In Review



Who did we miss?
• 200 patients identified during Phase 1 (10/31/17 to 10/30/18)
• 128/200 (64%) had drug-resistant epilepsy (DRE)
• 74/128 (58%) patients with DRE were not candidates for surgery because:

– Surgery would not substantially increase quality of life (N = 28)
– Though diagnosed with DRE, it was unclear from the EHR if the patient had seizures in the 

previous year (N = 17)
– Patient had a medical contraindications to epilepsy surgery (N = 12)
– Patient had strong clinical, MRI, and/or EEG evidence of a self-limited, multi-focal or 

generalized epilepsy syndrome (N = 10)
– Patient was already evaluated for and/or underwent surgical treatment (N = 6)
– The patient/family was comfortable with current level of seizure control (N = 1)

• 72/200 (36%) were true misclassifications and did not have DRE.

Wissel, et al. In Review



Integrating NLP with Patient Encounters

• Suicide is a major public 
health problem

• Patients present to emergency 
departments and ambulatory 
clinics

• Patients can be identified 
through verbal and non-verbal 
markers (video, audio, 
linguistic features) 



Automated Suicide Detection In Schools
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1
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4

Near real-time Cloud 
based AI/ML 
classification

› Real time collection of 
conversation and conversion 
to text for analysis

› On-going feedback from 
therapist.

5

http://pestianlab.cchmc.org
Pestian, et al. A Machine Learning Approach to Identifying the Thought Markers of Suicidal Subjects: A Prospective Multicenter Trial. 2016

http://pestianlab.cchmc.org/


Precision and Predictive Medicine

Weiss, Jeremy C., et al. "Machine learning for personalized medicine: Predicting primary myocardial infarction from electronic health records." AI 
Magazine 33.4 (2012): 33-33.
Davis, Jesse, et al. "Machine learning for personalized medicine: Will this drug give me a heart attack." the Proceedings of International 
Conference on Machine Learning (ICML). 2008.

• Patient-specific 
recommendations

• What medication should I 
take? 

• Can we predict future 
outcomes?



What about Deep Learning?

• What if the algorithms could adapt the way a human does 
when presented with new information?
– Driverless cars
– Preventive Healthcare



What comes next? 

• Cloud-based computing (AWS, Azure, etc)

• Big Data/Data Mining
– Hospital records, adding in genomics data
– NIH All of Us



What does the future hold? 

• Large, de-identified data sets
– Being able to draw larger inferences from more locations
– Multi-center informatics trials

• Addition of other data sources into clinical data 
– Patient-entered
– Device-entered

• A focus on patient-facing applications
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Questions?

Judith.Dexheimer@cchmc.org

mailto:Judith.Dexheimer@cchmc.org


What could I do to involve patients?

Rosenbloom, et al. Triaging patients at risk of influenza using a patient portal. JAMIA 2012.

• Vanderbilt created and 
launched Flu Tool 2010-
2011

• Patients entered their 
diagnoses and were 
given appointment advice

• Direct application of 
patient involvement in a 
decision-making process


